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Abstract

To investigate the inﬂuence of direct radiative eﬀect of dust on the tropical summer rain belt
across the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), the present study utilizes the high-resolution capability
of an Atmospheric General Circulation Model, the High-Resolution Atmospheric Model. Ensembles of
Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project style simulations have been conducted with and without
dust radiative impacts, to diﬀerentiate the inﬂuence of dust on the tropical rain belt. The analysis focuses
on summer season. The results highlight the role of dust-induced responses in global- and regional-scale
circulations in determining the strength and the latitudinal extent of the tropical rain belt. A signiﬁcant
response in the strength and position of the local Hadley circulation is predicted in response to meridionally
asymmetric distribution of dust and the corresponding radiative eﬀects. Signiﬁcant responses are also found
in regional circulation features such as African Easterly Jet and West African Monsoon circulation. Consistent
with these dynamic responses at various scales, the tropical rain belt across MENA strengthens and shifts
northward. Importantly, the summer precipitation over the semiarid strip south of Sahara, including Sahel,
increases up to 20%. As this region is characterized by the “Sahel drought,” the predicted precipitation
sensitivity to the dust loading over this region has a wide range of socioeconomic implications. Overall, the
study demonstrates the extreme importance of incorporating dust radiative eﬀects and the corresponding
circulation responses at various scales, in the simulations and future projections of this region’s climate.

1. Introduction
Mineral dust is one of the most abundant aerosol species in the atmosphere by mass. Results from 16 models
examined by the Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models (AeroCom) project [Kinne et al.,
2005; Textor et al., 2006] show that, annually, there are about 700 to 4000 trillion grams (Tg) of dust inﬂux into
the atmosphere. As a major component of the atmospheric aerosol, dust signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the energy
balance of the climate system by perturbing the atmospheric radiative ﬂuxes. By scattering and absorbing
both solar and planetary radiation along with the emission of thermal infrared radiation, dust induces a direct
radiative eﬀect on climate [e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998; Sokolik and Toon, 1996; Kaufman et al., 2001]. As a rapid
atmospheric adjustment to these radiative perturbations, dust also causes a semidirect aerosol eﬀect [Hansen
et al., 1997]. This process, which refers to the absorption of solar radiation and the consequent warming of the
atmosphere, leads to changes in cloud cover and liquid water path. Dust also causes indirect radiative eﬀect on
climate by modifying the microphysical and radiative properties of clouds by serving as cloud condensation
nuclei [e.g., Forster et al., 2007; Levin et al., 1996; Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002].
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Over the past few decades, considerable attention has been devoted to the role of dust-induced direct radiative eﬀect on climate [e.g., Sokolik and Toon, 1996; Ackerman and Chung, 1992; Miller and Tegen, 1998]. Several
modeling studies have already been conducted to explore the inﬂuence of direct radiative eﬀect of dust on
the climate, using models with various complexities ranging from simpliﬁed conceptual models to comprehensive earth system models [e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1999, 1998; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Perlwitz et al., 2001; Lau
et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2010; Milton et al., 2008]. However, irrespective of the general agreement on globally averaged values, signiﬁcant regional disparities are evident in both magnitude and sign of the climate responses
among these studies. A typical example of the regional disparity is the contrasting response of the tropical rain
belt of Africa, especially over Sahel region, predicted from various modeling studies. Many of them predicted
an increase in precipitation over Sahel [e.g., Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2011a; Miller et al., 2004a] in response
to dust radiative eﬀect, while others predicted a decrease in precipitation [e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2007; Yue et al.,
2011b]. The disagreement may arise from various sources of uncertainties spanning from those associated
with the diﬀerence in dust optical properties to the ability of models to resolve regional circulation features.
DUST RADIATIVE EFFECT OVER MENA
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Dust in the atmosphere is not uniformly distributed in space as well as in time. Spatially, the dust loading is
mainly conﬁned to the dry subtropics associated with major deserts, among which North African and Arabian
deserts are the most prominent dust source regions, accounting for more than half of the global dust emission
[Prospero et al., 2002]. It has already been demonstrated that the climate response to such spatially inhomogeneous forcing is not necessarily collocated with the forcing [e.g., Mitchell et al., 1995; Shindell and Faluvegi,
2009; Shindell et al., 2010]. Rather, the response could extend well beyond the forcing location. Tropical atmosphere is especially eﬃcient in adjusting and redistributing localized forcings throughout the tropics because
of its large Rossby Radius of deformation, compared to midlatitude [Yu and Neelin, 1997]. Unlike the midlatitudes, where the poleward heat transport is achieved by transient baroclinic eddies and stationary waves,
large-scale overturning circulations function as heat-transporting mechanisms in the tropics [e.g., Trenberth
and Solomon, 1994]. Regional climate in the tropics thus greatly depends on the strength and spatiotemporal extent of the global-scale overturning circulations such as Hadley and Walker circulations along with
synoptic-scale circulations such as Jet streams and monsoons. As these circulations determine the sequence
of weather events, they ultimately deﬁne the climatic regimes of a given region [Giorgi and Mearns, 1991].
Therefore, it is essential to incorporate not only the regional circulation features but also the global circulation
responses, to study the regional climate response to dust forcing. However, the coarser spatial resolution of
conventional General Circulation Models (GCM) and the forced boundary conditions in the Regional Climate
Models (RCM) were the main hurdles in modeling and analyzing these aspects [Sud et al., 2009]. The majority
of modeling studies that explored the inﬂuence of mineral dust radiative forcing on the climate used coarse
resolution GCMs [e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Perlwitz et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al.,
2011b], though there are a few studies using RCMs [e.g., Ahn et al., 2007; Konare et al., 2008; Solmon et al.,
2008]. On one hand, RCMs oﬀer the advantage of a suﬃcient resolution for regional climate sensitivity studies
but with the caveat of lacking two-way interaction between regional and global scale responses to dust. On
the other hand, GCM experiments are constrained by their coarse resolution to analyze the regional climate
responses, though they incorporate the expansive representation of dust-climate interaction. In this context,
the current research exploits the high spatial resolution capabilities of an Atmospheric General Circulation
Model (AGCM), High-Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM), developed at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), to investigate the dust direct
radiative eﬀect on the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) tropical rain belt. Global simulations have been
conducted at a spatial resolution of 25 km, which ensure an ample resolution for regional climate sensitivity
analysis in conjunction with the ability to account for global and regional responses to dust direct radiative
eﬀect. More speciﬁcally, our high-resolution simulations provide a unique opportunity to examine, how the
dust-induced circulation anomalies at various scales inﬂuence regional climate. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, there are few published results on dust-climate interaction using a GCM at a spatial resolution of
about 25 km or better and, in this sense, this study is a forerunner.
The eﬀect of dust on the tropical rain belt in the MENA region is of great interest due primarily to the fact that
global dust loading is mainly conﬁned to the close proximity, speciﬁcally to the north of the rain belt. Furthermore, the semiarid strip across the tropical Africa, between the dry Sahara desert and the moist tropical
forest, is one of the most vulnerable regions to climate variability and changes [e.g., Dai et al., 2004; Held et al.,
2005; Zeng, 2003]. The western part of this strip is generally referred in the climate literature as “Sahel.” The
Sahel climate greatly depends on the strength and seasonal march of the tropical rain belt [e.g., Sultan and
Janicot, 2000; Lamb, 1978; Janicot, 1992a]. Succession of dry and wet years is a characteristic feature of the
Sahelian climate, where a prolonged drought commenced in the late 1960s and continued until the 1990s.
This prolonged drought is considered to be one of the largest climate variations recorded in the twentieth
century [Dai et al., 2004; Hulme, 1996]. Dust radiative forcing and feedback was proposed as one of the possible mechanisms for these variabilities in the Sahel climate [Brooks and Legrand, 2000; Prospero and Lamb,
2003; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Nicholson, 2000], which emphasizes the signiﬁcant role of dust radiative eﬀects in
the region’s climate. Similarly, eastern equatorial Africa is noted for extreme climate variability, with severe
droughts and massive ﬂoods in alternate years [Nicholson, 2014a, 2014b]. Therefore, dust-induced changes in
climate are of great importance in this region.
Conventionally, the mean climate and its variability in equatorial Africa is explained based on the strength and
the seasonal march of the rain belt or the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Many of the previous studies
linked the Sahel drought to an anomalous southward shift of ITCZ [Janicot, 1992b, 1992a; Lamb, 1978; Lamb
and Peppler, 1992] from its climatological mean summer position. By comparing simulations from 22 coupled
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GCMs, conducted for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4),
Suzuki [2011] showed that the seasonal march of the ITCZ over Africa is a robust phenomenon unlike that
over other regions and has the least intermodel diﬀerence in ITCZ. Nonetheless, the terms “ITCZ” and “tropical
rain belt” have been treated synonymously in many of these previous studies. Recent studies [e.g., Nicholson,
2009] showed that the ITCZ, which is classically deﬁned as a zone of surface wind convergence, is eﬀectively
detached from the systems that produce much of the tropical rainfall over West Africa. Žagar et al. [2011] also
showed that the ITCZ deﬁned by precipitation maxima and that deﬁned by wind convergence are not collocated over land. The bulk of the rainfall over tropical Africa is associated with a deep core of ascent lying
between the African Easterly Jet (AEJ) and Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ), which is far south of the location of the
ITCZ deﬁned by wind convergence [Nicholson, 2009]. Following these studies, the current study distinguishes
between “ITCZ” and “rain belt,” where the former represents the loci of meridional wind convergence and the
latter represents the belt of maximum precipitation. Apart from the upper air jets, low-level synoptic-scale
features such as West African Monsoon (WAM) over western Africa and the convergence between Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) circulation with unstable air from the Congo, which forms Congo Air Boundary (CAB) in
the eastern part of the continent, have also been identiﬁed as potential rain-producing mechanisms in the
region. Again, to better predict the MENA tropical rain belt response to dust radiative eﬀect, it is essential to
account for both regional and global circulation responses.
It is important to note that in our Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)-style simulations, sea
surface temperature (SST) is prescribed with observed values. Such simulations fail to account for the potentially important SST feedback on the hydrologic cycle. However, the present study speciﬁcally investigates the
atmosphere-only response to dust radiative eﬀects. The atmospheric responses from the AMIP-style simulations are more representative for time periods when ocean response is delayed due to thermal inertia [Allen
and Sherwood, 2011; Lau et al., 2006; Randles et al., 2013]. Since the observed SST comprises the anomalies
caused by the physical-world forcings, simulations will be able to capture the features which usually cannot be
exactly reproduced with coupled GCM experiments (e.g., El Niño frequency and magnitude) [Ott et al., 2010;
Randles et al., 2013]. The current analysis focuses only on the boreal summer (June-July-August, JJA) season,
as it is the season of maximum precipitation and dust loading in the domain. It should also be noted that the
present study solely focuses on the direct radiative eﬀect of dust and does not account for its indirect eﬀect.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. A brief review of the model and a detailed description of the experiment design are included in section 2. In section 3, dust-induced impacts on the radiation,
climate, and circulation are discussed. A thorough analysis of the possible roles of global- and regional-scale
circulation responses in mediating the climate responses over the MENA tropical belt is included in section 4,
followed by a summary in section 5.

2. Model and Experiment Design
HiRAM has been developed at GFDL based on the Atmospheric Model (AM2) [Anderson et al., 2004; Zhao et al.,
2009]. It allows the use of ﬁne horizontal grid spacing up to few kilometers and has an improved (compared to
AM2) vertical resolution (32 levels). HiRAM employs a cubed-sphere ﬁnite-volume dynamical core [Lin, 2004;
Putman and Lin, 2007] and uses a shallow convective scheme (for moist convection and stratiform cloudiness)
instead of a customary deep convective parameterization. HiRAM retains most of the other parameterization
modules from AM2, including radiative transfer schemes [Schwarzkopf and Ramaswamy, 1999; Freidenreich
and Ramaswamy, 1999]. Here we use HiRAM at C360 (about 25 km) resolution, forced with the observed
monthly SST from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) data set [Rayner et al.,
2003]. The model is coupled with the new GFDL land model, LM3, as the land component. The spatial resolution of the model is in the same range as regional climate models use for climate downscaling. This allows
us to study regional changes using a global model that fully accounts for interactions of regional and global
scales, which is especially important in the tropics.
The aerosol concentrations including dust are precalculated using the global chemistry transport model, the
Model for OZone and Related chemical Tracers (MOZART) [Horowitz et al., 2003]. Overall, the predicted concentrations of aerosol are within a factor of 2 of the observed values [Ginoux et al., 2006]. Dust size distribution
in MOZART is discretized using eight bins with sizes from 0.1 to 10 μm. The calculations use the shortwave
refractive indices from the recently estimated values from Balkanski et al. [2007] and longwave indices are from
BANGALATH AND STENCHIKOV
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Table 1. Annually Averaged DDRF
TOA

Surface

Shortwave

Longwave

Net

Shortwave

Longwave

Net

Global

−0.28

+0.14

−0.14

−1.46

0.44

−1.02

MENA

−0.63

+1.31

+0.68

−12.20

+4.86

−7.33

Volz [1973]. Calculations assume 2.7% of hematite content by volume, which makes dust an eﬃcient absorber
at short wavelengths [Balkanski et al., 2007]. The spatially averaged single-scattering albedo at 0.55 μm
equals to 0.86.
We have conducted two HiRAM experiments for a 12 year period (1999–2010). Each of these experiments
comprises three sets of ensemble members calculated from diﬀerent initial conditions. The ﬁrst two years
are considered as the spin-up period and are omitted from the analysis. The ﬁrst experiment accounts for
dust radiative eﬀect in the simulation using a prescribed seasonally varying dust loading, which is hereafter
referred as “DUST” experiment. The second experiment omits the dust radiative forcing in the simulation
and is referred as “NoDUST” experiment. Atmospheric response to dust forcing can then be estimated as the
diﬀerence in the climate variables between these two simulations.

3. Results
3.1. Radiative Eﬀects
In general, radiative forcing is used as a general metric to characterize the radiative impact of aerosol on climate [e.g., Miller and Tegen, 1998; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Perlwitz et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2010]. A
generic deﬁnition of radiative forcing of aerosols would be the radiative ﬂux perturbation induced by aerosols
prior to any climate response [Hansen et al., 2005]. Complying with this, Dust Direct Radiative Forcing (DDRF) is
deﬁned and estimated as the “net (longwave + shortwave) radiative ﬂux (downwelling minus upwelling) difference between a state with no dust loading and that with a seasonally varying climatological dust loading,
calculated with the same meteorological ﬁeld, under all-sky condition,” in the current research. Hence, positive
values represent warming of the system, due to the presence of dust, while negative values indicate a cooling
of the system. Since mineral dust aerosol is an eﬀective absorber at short wavelength, the change in radiative
ﬂuxes within the atmosphere and at surface are equally as important as that at the top of the atmosphere [e.g.,
Miller et al., 2004b]. Therefore, the DDRF is estimated at both the surface and top of the atmosphere (TOA).
The diﬀerence between the DDRF at TOA and that at surface can be deduced as the dust-induced heating or
cooling in the atmosphere, which has the potential to alter the vertical stability of the atmospheric column
and temperature gradients, resulting in further circulation changes.
To estimate the instantaneous radiative ﬂux changes due to dust loading, the model calls the radiation calculation twice at each radiation time step: one with dust inﬂuence and the other without dust inﬂuence. But only
the radiation ﬂuxes calculated with dust radiative eﬀect feedback to the model evolution. Thus, the instantaneous radiative forcing and heating rate anomalies can be estimated as the diﬀerences in ﬂuxes and heating
rates calculated with and without the dust eﬀect, respectively.
Table 1 shows the annual mean of DDRF in the current simulation. Globally averaged DDRF is −0.14 W/m2
at TOA, with −0.28 W/m2 contributions from shortwave and +0.14 W/m2 from longwave. Surface values are
larger compared to that of TOA forcing. The globally averaged annual value is −1.02 W/m2 with a contribution of −1.46 W/m2 from shortwave and 0.44 W/m2 from longwave. We ﬁnd that the globally averaged
annual DDRF in our simulation compares well with that of the previous studies [see Yue et al., 2010, Table 1].
Regionally, however, the forcing varies greatly in magnitude and even changes the sign from that of globally
averaged forcing. Over MENA (0–35◦ N; 20◦ W–60◦ E), where the world’s biggest deserts reside, averaged TOA
and surface DDRF are +0.68 W/m2 and −7.3 W/m2 , respectively. These values are 1 order of magnitude bigger than the globally averaged values and presumably make DDRF a signiﬁcant contributor in the radiation
budget over this region.
The spatial pattern of DDRF at TOA and at surface during the summer season are shown in Figure 1. At surface,
there is a net reduction in the radiation throughout the globe with a predominant cooling over subtropical
deserts and downwind of these dust source regions. However, DDRF at TOA also shows regional changes in
BANGALATH AND STENCHIKOV
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the sign of the forcing, in addition
to the varying magnitude. Regionally,
the eﬀect is largest over deserts with
high positive values and strong negative forcing over the oceans downwind of the Saharan and Arabian
dust source regions such as the equatorial Atlantic Ocean, the Northern
Arabian Sea, and the Red Sea. The
climatologically averaged values at
TOA reach about 16 W/m2 over hot
spots such as the area near Tokar
Gap in Northeast Africa, whereas negative forcing reaches its maxima up
to about −8 W/m2 oﬀshore of the
western Sahara and over the Red Sea
(Figure 1). At surface, the forcing is
even stronger, going up to about
−30 W/m2 under the dusty regions. It
has already been shown that, during
dust events, locally, the values of DDRF
can be more than 2 or 3 times that
of the seasonal average values [e.g.,
Kalenderski et al., 2013; Slingo et al.,
2006; Jish Prakash et al., 2014], which
makes dust-induced radiative perturbations a major component of the
region’s radiation budget.
In general, DDRF at TOA is smaller
than that at the surface, since the TOA
Figure 1. Mean summer (JJA) DDRF (W/m2 ) in HiRAM simulations (a) at
radiative anomaly caused by the shortTOA and (b) at surface. Positive values denote a net warming of the system
wave scattering is greatly oﬀset by the
while negative indicate a net cooling, due to dust loading. The rectangle
shortwave and longwave absorption
in Figure 1a marks the boundary of MENA region deﬁned in the
in the column. At surface, both scatterpresent study.
ing and absorption alike contribute to
the reduction in the net radiation and, hence, produce an intense cooling. Consequently, the diﬀerence in the
DDRF between surface and TOA indicates the heating or cooling of the atmospheric column by dust [Miller
and Tegen, 1999; Miller et al., 2004b; Ramanathan et al., 2001]. Strikingly positive values of DDRF at TOA occur
over MENA compared to the remaining part of the world. Both the surface albedo eﬀect [Chỳlek and Coakley,
1974] and dust shortwave absorption lead to a TOA positive DDRF over the bright deserts in the region.
DDRF has a strong hemispheric contrast associated with the fact that the geographical location of the major
dust source regions, including major deserts, lies in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). This contrast in DDRF
distribution is most evident over the MENA region. To the north of the tropical rain belt, there is an immense
dust loading and corresponding radiative eﬀect, while dust radiative eﬀect is negligible to the south of the rain
belt. This could induce interhemispheric diﬀerential heating, which presumably inﬂuences the north-south
temperature gradient and the local Hadley circulation.
To expose the vertical structure of the dust-induced north-south gradient in the radiative perturbations, a
latitude-height cross section of zonally averaged (20◦ W–60◦ E) dust-induced anomaly (shaded contours) in
radiative heating rate (shortwave plus longwave) is plotted (Figure 2). To compare the relative importance of
the dust-induced heating anomaly in the net radiation budget of the region, the net radiative heating rate
is overlaid as contour lines. Dust-induced radiative heating is concentrated over the Northern Hemispheric
subtropics, associated with the Sahara and Arabian deserts. The magnitude of the dust-induced heating is
comparable to the values of the climatological net radiative heating rate, and the core of this heating goes
up to the middle troposphere (up to 500 hPa). In eﬀect, dust causes a strong hemispheric gradient in the net
BANGALATH AND STENCHIKOV
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Figure 2. Latitude-height cross section of zonally averaged (20◦ W–60◦ E) climatological radiative heating rate (shortwave plus longwave) due to dust loading (shaded contours) overlaid on net radiative heating rates (contour lines) during
summer (JJA)

heating rate throughout the lower-middle troposphere. Most importantly, the net radiative cooling over the
northern subtropics is visibly half of that of the remaining tropics, indicating the importance of dust-induced
heating in the radiative proﬁle of this region. That is to say, the dust-induced positive heating rate can eﬀectively reduce the net radiative cooling from the region and it can potentially act as an oﬀ-equator heating
source. Lindzen and Hou [1988] proved that heating oﬀ the equator induces profound asymmetries in the
Hadley circulation. Their simpliﬁed calculations showed that, as the heating moves oﬀ the equator, the latitude
separating the two cells moves farther into the summer hemisphere. In this context, dust-induced radiative
heating, asymmetrically placed over the Northern Hemispheric subtropics, is thought to alter the local Hadley
circulation strength and position.
3.2. Climate Response
The climate response forced by dust has been characterized by the diﬀerences in the seasonal ensemble mean
of meteorological ﬁelds between the simulations with and without dust radiative eﬀect (DUST − NoDUST).
The analysis primarily focuses on the changes in the two most important surface variables: precipitation and
surface air temperature. To diﬀerentiate the probable cloud feedback on temperature, responses in cloud
amount have also been analyzed. A statistical signiﬁcance of the response is estimated at 95% conﬁdence
for all of these variables, using the two-tailed Student’s t test. The statistically signiﬁcant areas are marked by
hatching in the ﬁgures.
The spatial patterns of the mean summer precipitation from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) [Adler et al., 2003], HiRAM-simulated ensemble mean summer precipitation, and its response to dust
forcing are shown in Figures 3a–3c, respectively. Model-averaged precipitation (Figure 3b) captures the
BANGALATH AND STENCHIKOV
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key features of the observed precipitation climatology (Figure 3a) quite realistically, especially the strength and
shape of the tropical rain belt across
this region. Additionally, the local precipitation maxima associated with the
orographic features are better represented in HiRAM simulations, due to
its high spatial resolution. To demonstrate the location of ITCZ deﬁned
by wind convergence, zero meridional wind contours between 5◦ S and
20◦ N are overlaid on the mean precipitation (Figure 3b). As previously
noted by Nicholson [2009], the ITCZ
and the tropical rain belts are completely detached and the separation
even goes up to about 1000 km in
West Africa. A slight northward shift
of ITCZ is also predicted in response
to dust radiative eﬀect (see solid blue
and green contours in Figure 3b). However, the shift in ITCZ position is larger
(about 2◦ latitude) in East Africa, compared to West Africa and the Middle
East (less than 1◦ ).
A statistically signiﬁcant precipitation enhancement is predicted in
the northern half of the tropical rain
belt (Figure 3c), as a response to dust
radiative eﬀect. Conversely, the precipitation weakens in the southern
part of the belt, though the reduction
is not statistically signiﬁcant everywhere. This makes a north-south
dipole structure in response, indicating a possible northward shift of the
local Hadley cell, which is conﬁrmed
hereinafter. However, over West Africa,
the dipolar response pattern is not
Figure 3. (a) Observed mean summer climatology (2000 to 2009) of
that apparent; instead, a widespread
precipitation rate from GPCP. (b) Simulated mean summer(JJA) climatology enhancement is predicted throughout
of precipitation rate (kg/m2 /d). Zero meridional wind contours between
the tropics. This could be attributed
5◦ S and 20◦ N are overlaid to show the location of ITCZ as the loci of
to the feedback from WAM circulation
meridional wind convergence, where thick green contours are for the
response, which has dominant zonal
ITCZ in the “DUST” simulation and the thick blue contours are for that in
“NoDUST” simulation. (c) Simulated precipitation response (kg/m2 /d) to
ﬂow that covers the entire tropical
DDRF, estimated as the diﬀerence between the simulation with dust and
lower troposphere in West Africa. This
simulation without dust (DUST − NoDUST). The hatched areas are regions
response is consistent with the “Eleof statistically signiﬁcant (Student’s t test) precipitation diﬀerence at
vated Heat Pump” (EHP) mechanism
95% level.
proposed for the monsoon intensiﬁcation [Lau et al., 2006, 2009], in response to dust radiative eﬀects. By this mechanism, the warmed air in the
elevated dust layer over West Africa and the eastern Atlantic rises and spawns a large-scale onshore ﬂow
carrying moist air from the eastern Atlantic and the Gulf of Guinea. This enhanced onshore moisture ﬂow
increases the cloudiness and rainfall during WAM season, throughout the West African tropics.
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The predicted precipitation response
is about 1.5 kg/m2 /d, which is about
20% of the mean summer precipitation, especially in the semiarid strip
between Sahara and the tropical forest, including the Sahel region. This
area is climatically very sensitive and
ecologically vulnerable and is characterized by strong climatic variations and an irregular rainfall that
ranges between 200 mm and 600 mm
annually with coeﬃcients of variation
ranging from 15 to 30% [Fox and
Rockström, 2003]. The predicted precipitation response to dust forcing is
thus crucial for this region.
Even though the precipitation
response around the rain belt has
a dipole pattern, in general, there
are some “hot spots” with strikingly
anomalous responses. A statistically
signiﬁcant intense weakening of precipitation, up to about 3 kg/m2 /d, is
observed along the eastern extent of
CAB (over the Ethiopian Highlands),
the northeast directed convergence
zone between ISM circulation and
unstable air from the Congo. Another
hot spot is the southwestern tip of the
Arabian Peninsula, where the Tokar
gap wind jet interacts with Asir escarpment mountain on the western coast
of Arabia. The precipitation enhancement is about 4 kg/m2 /d, which is
about 50% of the mean precipitation
over this region. Another hot spot in
response is over the climatological
summer precipitation maxima over
the Cameroon highlands and the
nearby coast, where the WAM circulaFigure 4. (a) Observed mean summer climatology (2000 to 2009) of air
tion interacts with the highlands. All
temperature (2 m) from HadCRU. (b) Simulated mean summer(JJA) climathese areas are, climatologically, very
tology of 2 m temperature (K). (c) Simulated 2 m temperature (K) response
to DDRF, estimated as the diﬀerence between the simulation with dust and well distinguished as precipitation
maxima regions during boreal sumsimulation without dust (DUST − NoDUST). The hatched areas are regions
of statistically signiﬁcant (Student’s t test) temperature diﬀerence at
mer, and the orographic precipitation
95% level.
is the major contributor to the mean
rainfall in all of these three regions.
These locally ampliﬁed precipitation responses emphasize the importance of high-resolution modeling for
assessing regional/local sensitivity to a certain spatially heterogenous forcing, as in our case.
The observed mean summer air temperature climatology from the UK Met Oﬃce Hadley Centre and the University of East Anglia Climatic Research Unit (HadCRUT) [Brohan et al., 2006], HiRAM-simulated mean summer
surface air temperature, and its response to the dust radiative eﬀect are depicted in Figures 4a–4c, respectively. In general, the model reproduces the magnitude and the pattern of spatial temperature distributions.
A strong north-south gradient in the mean temperature is evident between dry Saharan desert in the north
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and the tropical rain forest in the south
(Figure 4a) and it is well represented
in the simulation (Figure 4b). Similarly, the temperature maxima associated with Saharan Heat Low (SHL) and
Arabian Heat Low (AHL) are also well
simulated. The temperature response
(Figure 4c) is mainly a reduction in
temperature, which is more than 1 K
to the north of the rain belt. However, there is warming, relatively less
in magnitude but statistically signiﬁcant, in the north part of Sahara ranging from about 0.5 K to 1 K. This
positive temperature anomaly could
be due to the enhanced subsidence
from a strengthened local Hadley cell
which is proved hereinafter. In general,
temperature response is statistically
more signiﬁcant and has a much more
consistent north-south pattern compared to the precipitation response.
The intense cooling north of the rain
belt, which extends to the southern
Sahara, could arise from the combined inﬂuence of solar dimming due
to aerosol scattering and absorption
Figure 5. (a) Simulated mean summer(JJA) climatology of total cloud
and the feedbacks from cloud, precipamount (%). (b) Simulated total cloud amount (%) response to DDRF,
itation, and circulation responses. To
estimated as the diﬀerence between the simulation with dust and siminvestigate the possible cloud feedulation without dust (DUST − NoDUST). The hatched areas are regions
back on temperature changes, the
of statistically signiﬁcant (Student’s t test) temperature diﬀerence at
response of cloud amount to dust forc95% level.
ing is analyzed (Figure 5). Note that the
dust indirect eﬀect is not included in the simulations. Thus, the cloud response could either be from the “dust
semidirect” eﬀect (thermodynamic eﬀect), whereby absorption of radiation and the consequent warming of
the atmosphere leads to reduction in cloud cover (“burning oﬀ clouds”) by reducing the ambient relative
humidity and evaporation of the clouds [Hansen et al., 1997] and/or from the large-scale dynamic response
to dust radiative eﬀect. A widespread statistically signiﬁcant enhancement in the cloudiness throughout the
tropics is predicted in response to dust radiative eﬀect (Figure 5b) and follows an inverse pattern to that of temperature. The increasing cloudiness response could potentially reduce the surface air temperature. However,
the magnitude of response is comparatively higher at the northern part of the rain belt, where an increase
in cloud of 8% or more is predicted. A major contribution to the increased amount of cloudiness is from low
clouds (not shown). An increase in low cloud amount in response to DDRF is a counterexample to the semidirect eﬀect (“burning oﬀ clouds”) [Perlwitz and Miller, 2010]. Therefore, the low cloud response over Sahel could
only be expected from the dominant role of global or synoptic-scale dynamic response, possibly due to an
anomalous northward shift of the ascending branch of Hadley cells and the overall strengthening of the local
Hadley circulation. A detailed analysis of the dynamic responses to dust forcing is presented in section 3.3.
In the context of Sahelian wet/dry episodes, Nicholson and Grist [2001] have noted that the enhanced precipitation over the tropical semiarid strip including Sahel, could be either due to a change in the intensity of the
tropical rain belt and/or due to a latitudinal shift in the precipitation pattern. The dipole-like responses around
the tropical rain belt in precipitation and temperature emphasize a possible shift in the mean meridional
circulation to the north, in our case. As evident from the heating rate (Figure 2), dust loading acts as a hemispherically asymmetric oﬀ-equator heating source in the lower-middle troposphere over the MENA region
and possibly strengthens and moves the ascending branch of Hadley cell farther north. To explicitly investiBANGALATH AND STENCHIKOV
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gate this, a detailed analysis of the tropospheric dynamic response to dust direct radiative eﬀect is performed
in the following sections.
3.3. Circulation Response
As a ﬁrst approximation, the zonally averaged meridional picture of the dust radiative eﬀect and the corresponding circulation response over MENA region could be summarized as an oﬀ-equatorial heating in the
Northern Hemispheric lower-middle troposphere and the associated changes in the local Hadley circulation. However, the contribution of zonal circulation response to the predicted atmospheric response cannot
be disregarded. To explicitly demonstrate the changes in meridional and zonal overturning circulation, it is
important to divide the three-dimensional overturning into orthogonal two-dimensional overturning circulations. In other words, Hadley- and Walker-type circulations need to be separated. Conventionally, Hadley
circulation is depicted by the mean meridional mass stream functions, which is calculated by vertically integrating the zonally averaged mass weighted v wind [Oort and Yienger, 1996]. This procedure is strictly deﬁned
for the global domain, and it fails for a particular longitudinal belt as mass continuity does not hold [Trenberth
et al., 2000; Webster, 2004]. Recently, Schwendike et al. [2014] introduced a new method for the local partitioning of the tropical overturning circulation into local Hadley and Walker circulation. In this approach, the
pressure velocity omega (𝜔 = Dp
) can be divided into components associated with meridional (𝜔𝜙 ) and zonal
Dt
(𝜔𝜆 ) overturning circulations, as
𝜔𝜙 =

𝜕𝜇
𝜕
𝜕
1
1
(𝜓 cos 𝜙) = 2
(cos 𝜙 )
a cos 𝜙 𝜕𝜙 𝜙
𝜕𝜙
a cos 𝜙 𝜕𝜙

(1)

𝜕2 𝜇
1
1 𝜕𝜓𝜆
= 2
2
a cos 𝜙 𝜕𝜆
a cos 𝜙 𝜕𝜆2

(2)

𝜔𝜆 =

where potential function, 𝜇 , and vector stream function, Ψ, are deﬁned in pressure coordinate as
∇2p 𝜇 = −𝜔

and

∇p Ψ = 𝜔,

(3)

where
Ψ = (𝜓𝜆 , 𝜓𝜙 ) = −∇p 𝜇

(4)

Hence, the vertical mass ﬂux associated with two orthogonal circulations can be written as
m𝜙 = −𝜔𝜙 cos 𝜙∕g

and

m𝜆 = −𝜔𝜆 cos 𝜙∕g

(5)

Vertical mass ﬂux associated with meridional overturning (m𝜙 ) and zonal overturning (m𝜆 ) can be portrayed
as the local Hadley and Walker circulations, respectively (see Schwendike et al. [2014] for a detailed explanation
of the method of separation).
Figure 6a shows mean summer local Hadley circulation depicted as the Hadley component of vertical mass
ﬂux, m𝜙 (kg m−2 s−1 ), at 500 hPa level. Positive (negative) values indicate ascending (descending) motion.
A zonally elongated band of ascending motions in the summer tropics with corresponding descent on
either side of it is evident. The thick green and black contours (zero contour of m𝜙 ) mark the boundary
between ascending and descending branches in DUST and NoDUST simulations, respectively. The ascending
branch expands northward in response to dust radiative eﬀect. However, consistent with the surface climate
response, an east-west contrast is evident in the local Hadley circulation response, with a stronger shift (about
2◦ of latitude) over central and East Africa. The response (DUST − NoDUST) in the strength of the vertical
mass ﬂux is displayed in Figure 6b. The ascending motion signiﬁcantly enhances throughout the northern
boundary between ascending and descending branches, in response to dust forcing. In contrast, the ascending motion weakens over the southern border of ascending branch, although the response is weaker. This
dipolar circulation pattern of response is consistent with the predicted responses in precipitation (Figure 3).
To expose the response of regional Hadley cell ( m𝜙 ) aloft, a vertical cross section of m𝜙 averaged between
10◦ W and 60◦ E and its response are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. The divergent circulation in the
plane (U𝜙 , 𝜔𝜙 ) is overlaid as vectors to show the ﬂow direction and cell structure (Figure 7a). The meridional
divergent wind, U𝜙 , is estimated [Schwendike et al., 2014] from the deﬁnition of horizontal divergent wind in
terms of velocity stream function (Ψ) as
𝜕𝜓𝜙
U𝜙 = −
(6)
𝜕p
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Figure 6. (a) Local Hadley circulation depicted as the vertical mass ﬂux associated with meridional overturning, m𝜙
(kg m−2 s−1 ), at 500 hPa level during summer (JJA). Positive values indicate ascending motion and vice versa. The thick
green and black lines are the border (zero contour of m𝜙 ) between ascending and descending branch in DUST and
NoDUST simulations, respectively. (b) Response of local Hadley circulation to DDRF portrayed as the diﬀerence in m𝜙
(kg m−2 s−1 ) between simulations with and without dust (DUST − NoDUST).

As the magnitude of 𝜔𝜙 is signiﬁcantly smaller compared to U𝜙 , the former is scaled by a factor of 100, in order
to plot the wind vectors. A double-cell structure of Hadley circulation with a stronger winter cell is found, over
MENA (Figure 7a). The ascending branch extends very much into the summer hemisphere and has a bell shape
with tails of shallow ascent to either side of the main core. In response to dust radiative eﬀect, the ascending branch strengthens in its northern border and shifts farther into the summer hemisphere (Figure 7b).
Consequently, an enhanced subsidence is predicted over the southern border of the NH subsidence branch.
Similarly, mean summer local walker circulation and its response to dust radiative eﬀect are shown in
Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. The local Walker circulation is depicted as the Walker component of vertical mass ﬂux, m𝜆 (kg m−2 s−1 ). MENA, in general, experiences descending motion, except in regions such
as the Congo basin, the northwestern part of the African continent, the Ethiopian Highlands, and the western coast of the Arabian peninsula, where m𝜆 is positive. The Walker circulation response to dust radiative
eﬀect (Figure 8b) is, in general, weaker compared to that of Hadley circulation. Therefore, the separation of
local Hadley and Waker cell responses indicate, as expected, that the dominant response is in the meridional
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Figure 7. (a) Regional Hadley circulation over MENA. The shaded contours are the vertical mass ﬂux associated with
meridional overturning, m𝜙 (kg m−2 s−1 ) averaged between 10◦ W and 60◦ E. Positive values indicate ascending motion
and vice versa. Vectors represent the wind in the plane of cross section (U𝜙 , 𝜔𝜙 ). The values of 𝜔𝜙 are scaled by multiplying to 102 . (b) Response in the Regional Hadley circulation to DDRF, portrayed as the diﬀerence in m𝜙 (kg m−2 s−1 )
between simulations with and without dust (DUST − NoDUST). The thick green and black contours are the border (zero
contour of m𝜙 ) between ascending and descending branch in DUST and NoDUST simulations, respectively.

direction (local Hadley circulation) as a response to meridional diﬀerential heating. Moreover, the response in
Walker circulation has a mixed pattern unlike that of Hadley circulation. However, there is a strong east-west
oriented dipolar response in m𝜆 over East Africa, speciﬁcally over the Ethiopian Highlands and the southern
Red Sea. This region is one of the raising branches of global Walker circulation, and the dipolar response indicates a shift in the position of the ascending branch. A consistent east-west dipolar response is predicted
in the precipitation too (Figure 3c), with a weakening of precipitation over the Ethiopian Highlands and an
enhancement over the southern Red Sea and southwest coast of the Arabian Peninsula.
Apart from the zonally and meridionally overturning circulations, upper air synoptic features like AEJ and
TEJ could also mediate dust-induced changes in the climate, especially in the region’s precipitation. It has
already been revealed that the bulk of the precipitation over tropical Africa, especially on the western part, is
linked to the AEJ and TEJ and to the wave disturbances associated with them [Nicholson, 2009]. By comparing
Sahelian wet and dry years’ dynamics over west Africa, Nicholson and Grist [2001] showed that the two most
striking diﬀerences were in the strength of TEJ and the strength and latitudinal position of AEJ. Similarly, using
a combination of high-resolution dropsonde observations and model analyses, Tompkins et al. [2005] showed
that the climatology of aerosol direct radiative eﬀect in the simulations signiﬁcantly improved the forecast of
AEJ. The upper air vertical shear is a crucial factor in deciding occurrence of wet/dry mode in a given year. Since
the upper air shear is greatly inﬂuenced by the relative location of the AEJ and TEJ, the latitudes of these jets
are also important for the tropospheric dynamics in the region by inﬂuencing the vertical motion in general
and wave activities in particular [Nicholson et al., 2008]. AEJ is considered to be instrumental in providing the
suﬃcient baroclinic and barotropic instabilities for the development of African Easterly Waves (AEW) [e.g.,
Thorncroft and Hoskins, 1994a, 1994b; Thorncroft, 1995]. AEW is one of the most important synoptic features
of the West African summer climate. Similarly, the vertical shear associated with the AEJ is important for the
growth of long-lived mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) [e.g., Houze and Betts, 1981], which are responsible
for most of the daily rainfall events in the West African region.
To analyze the responses in AEJ to DDRF, wind speed at 600 hPa is displayed (Figure 9a). As the synoptic
features, such as easterly jets and monsoon, change their positions and strength frequently, monthly ﬁelds
are analyzed instead of seasonal means. For the sake of brevity, the responses shown hereafter are only for
the month of August, the month having maximum precipitation in the domain. The zero contours of du∕dy
near the maximum wind is overlaid to depict the jet axes. The wind response to DDRF is shown as shaded
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Figure 8. (a) Local Walker circulation depicted as the vertical mass ﬂux associated with zonal overturning, m𝜆
(kg m−2 s−1 ), at 500 hPa level during summer (JJA). Positive values indicate ascending motion and vice versa. The thick
green and black lines are the border (zero contour of m𝜆 ) between ascending and descending branch in DUST and
NoDUST simulations, respectively. (b) Response of local Walker circulation to DDRF portrayed as the diﬀerence in m𝜆
(kg m−2 s−1 ) between simulations with and without dust (DUST − NoDUST).

contours. The simulations very well capture the strength and position of both of the jets (compare Nicholson
[2009, Figure 9]). In response to dust radiative eﬀect, AEJ shifts northward throughout the African continent
with a maximum of up to 2◦ latitude over East Africa. The wind speed response has a dipole structure with
a statistically signiﬁcant positive response to the north of the AEJ axes and a negative response to the south
of it. Similar to precipitation and vertical velocity, an east-west contrast is also visible in the strength of the
response with a heightened diﬀerence over East Africa. It is well known that AEJ stems from the temperature
structure in the troposphere that is established in association with deep moist convection in the tropical rain
belt (referred as “ITCZ” in Thorncroft and Blackburn [1999]) and dry convection in the lower troposphere in the
Sahara; in other words, a positive meridional temperature gradient in the lower troposphere and reversal of
the gradient in the middle troposphere, between Sahara and the tropical rain belt. The role of dust-induced
heating gradient in the lower-middle troposphere (Figure 2), hence, is to support and strengthen the positive
meridional temperature gradient in the lower troposphere. It has already been known that the latitude of
the jet maxima coincides with the maximum in low-level temperature gradient [Cook, 1999]. The predicted
northward shift in the jet axis is thus consistent with heating gradient. Mohr and Thorncroft [2006] showed
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Figure 9. Mean winds (m/s) in August (thin contour lines) and its response (DUST − NoDUST) to DDRF (shaded contours),
showing AEJ (600 hPa) and TEJ (150 hPa). The zero contours of the du∕dy ﬁeld near the jets are included to show the
axis of the jets, where thick green contour is for the axes in the DUST simulation and the thick blue contour is for that in
NoDUST simulation.

that the activity of the intense convective systems follows the seasonal migration of the AEJ, and the peak in
the activity occurred immediately poleward of the jet axis. Thus, the predicted northward shift of the mean
AEJ axes supposedly moves the intense convective systems farther north and supports heightened activities
throughout the region.
TEJ stems from the outﬂow of strong upper tropospheric anticyclone above the Tibetan plateau [Koteswaram,
1958], formed via the elevated solar heating and the latent heat release from the orographic rainfall, and the
consequent geostrophic easterly current formation around 150 hPa. Although the generation mechanism is
outside the domain of our interest, TEJ has a pivotal role in the MENA climate. This is a good example of the
advantage of a GCM over an RCM in properly accounting for two-way interaction between global and regional
responses. TEJ is thought to inﬂuence the tropical rainfall over the MENA region mainly in three ways: (1) by
providing suﬃcient upper tropospheric shear for the development and maintenance of AEJ and AEW; (2) by
the juxtaposition with the surface convergence (e.g., ITCZ), supporting deep convection; and (3) by providing
upper air moisture supply. Nicholson [2001] showed that the upper troposphere shear, which is dependant on
the strength of TEJ, is a key factor in the AEW development. The study also reveals that TEJ links to AEJ by providing suﬃcient shear near AEJ, which in turn increases the dynamic instability and allows wave development
in the vertical direction. Moreover, the region of strong divergence associated with TEJ promotes ascent in
the lower and middle troposphere. This further entrains the low-level moisture into higher levels, well into the
vicinity of the AEJ [Nicholson, 2001]. In eﬀect, TEJ is a crucial component in the entrainment of moisture into
the higher levels. In response to DDRF, TEJ strengthens signiﬁcantly throughout the jet and the axes of the jet
shifts slightly farther south (Figure 9b). However, the strengthening in TEJ does not start from the entrance
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Figure 10. Horizontal wind vectors (m/s) overlaid on the wind speed response (DUST − NoDUST) to DDRF, during
August, (a) at surface (10 m) and (b) 925 hPa.

region to the domain (MENA), rather, it starts to strengthen over east Africa and gradually increases toward the
Atlantic. Therefore, the strengthening in TEJ could not be a direct eﬀect of DDRF but rather a response to the
anomalously heightened convective activities in the region. Conversely, the southward shift in the position
of the jet continues from the ISM region. This could be related to the response of ISM to DDRF. The southward shift of the jet axis could displace the juxtaposition of the TEJ with the zone of maximum convection.
Though Hulme and Tosdevin [1989] associate the southward shift with dry year dynamics over Sudan, it is not
well known yet how it inﬂuences other regions.
As in the upper atmosphere, there are synoptic-scale circulation features in the lower troposhere with a strong
zonal component, which are considered to be key features of the MENA climate. The world’s two major monsoons, ISM and WAM, are the major circulations among them. These circulations reside in the proximity of the
MENA dust belt, at the eastern and western boundaries, respectively; which is not by coincidence but due
to the strong coupling between monsoon and deserts [e.g., Rodwell and Hoskins, 1996]. Though these two
synoptic systems have their origin partly outside of the MENA domain, especially ISM, they are considered to
be some of the major drivers of climate in the region. Therefore, the DDRF impact on these synoptic circulations could eﬀectively feedback the responses inside MENA. Again, this is another good example, showing
the advantage of a GCM over RCM for the regional climate sensitivity to some forcings, since GCMs account
for the forcing-induced changes outside the domain of interest and its inﬂuence back in the domain.
To investigate the two monsoon circulations (WAM and ISM) response, wind speed responses in the lower
troposphere are analyzed (Figure 10). The analysis has been done at both surface (10 m) level and at 925 hPa,
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to diﬀerentiate the orographically induced circulation responses. WAM circulation is enhanced across tropical
Africa, especially just south of ITCZ location. This is the major circulation, which brings moisture inland and
is considered to be an integral factor for the mean precipitation in tropical Africa. As mentioned before, this
circulation has a signiﬁcant zonal component, which helps to function as the major inland moisture ﬂux mechanism over tropical Africa. The predicted enhancement is consistent with EHP hypothesis, since dust-induced
heating over the continent can act as an elevated heat source, which has the potential to enhance the southwesterly onshore ﬂow. Over East Africa the wind response is contrastingly high and has a strong dipole
structure. Again, this ampliﬁed response over East Africa, could be due to the signiﬁcant Walker circulation
response (Figure 8b) and/or due to the eﬀect of comparatively higher DDRF over this region. Another region
showing contrastingly high wind response is the southern border of the Arabian Peninsula, where a small
branch of Somali Low Level Jet (SLLJ) intrudes into the land and meets with northeasterlies from the Peninsula. Interestingly, the response of SLLJ, in general, is a weakening, but the land-intruding branch enhances.
This indicates that the enhancement in wind speed of the land-intruding jet branch is due to a locally conﬁned
heating contrast, while the jet as a whole is inﬂuenced by a diﬀerent mechanism, possibly a gradient outside
the domain. This local ampliﬁcation of wind speed is due to the enhancement of AHL and the dry convection
there, due to dust radiative heating. AHL is the major driver for this land-intruding branch of SLLJ.
In conclusion, the northward shift of the ascending branch of Hadley cell, AEJ, and ITCZ along with strengthening of monsoon circulation, supports an enhancement and shift of the tropical rain belt. Comparing with
studies that explored the diﬀerential atmospheric dynamics in wet and dry years [e.g., Hulme, 1996; Lamb,
1978; Janicot, 1992a] reveals that the DDRF impact on the circulation has similarities to wet year dynamics. In
response to DDRF, a northward shift in the AEJ axes and the ITCZ and the strengthening of TEJ is predicted,
which are characteristic features of the wet year dynamics. Many of the previous studies have already indicated the possible role of dust in the prolonged desiccation over Sahel [e.g., Brooks and Legrand, 2000; Prospero
and Lamb, 2003; Yoshioka et al., 2007]. Our results strongly suggest that changes in the dust loading could
potentially inﬂuence the precipitation over semiarid equatorial Africa, and hence, it is essential to include dust
radiative eﬀect in the simulations and future projections of this region’s climate.

4. Discussion
The tropical rain belt across MENA is not located just under the dust belt; rather, it is located in the proximity
of the dust belt, speciﬁcally in the southern border of the dust belt. Therefore the responses in the rain belt
cannot be immediately linked to the local column radiative-convective balance. The present study suggests
that the responses in the rain belt are greatly mediated by the circulation changes induced by the spatially
heterogeneous distribution of dust loading and the corresponding heterogeneity in DDRF distribution. That
is to say, the dust loading and the corresponding forcing is mainly conﬁned to the NH subtropics (Figure 2),
which could potentially inﬂuence the local meridional overturning as well as the synoptic circulations, as it
perturbs the interhemispheric radiative heating gradient. This is consistently evident from the responses of
the climate variables and circulation features in the simulations.
Analysis of the regional Hadley cell (Figures 6 and 7) reveals the substantial responses in the local Hadley
circulation strength and position as a response to dust radiative eﬀect. In general, the ascending branch
of Hadley cell enhances and shifts to the summer hemisphere as a response to dust radiative eﬀect. These
responses are consistent with the previous ﬁndings on the strength and location of the Hadley cell. Using
simpliﬁed models, Held and Hou [1980] and Lindzen and Hou [1988] showed that, as the heating center moves
oﬀ the equator, the latitude position separating summer and winter Hadley cell moves farther into the summer hemisphere. Regarding the position of Hadley cells, two major controls have been proposed; equatorial
SST pattern and the cross-equatorial tropospheric temperature gradient [Philander et al., 1996; Tomas et al.,
1999]. Since we prescribe observed SST in the simulation, the response in the position of the overturning
cells solely originates from the changes in the tropospheric temperature gradient that stems from the dust
radiative forcing. In the present case, the dust heating conﬁned to the NH subtropics very well functions as
an oﬀ-equator additional heating source in the lower troposphere. During summer, this dust-induced heating coincides with the solar insolation maxima and thus enhances the interhemispheric temperature gradient
primarily driven by insolation. The enhanced interhemispheric heating gradient strengthens and moves the
ascending branch of Hadley cell into the summer hemisphere. The northward shift of AEJ also has its root in
the same meridional heating gradient, as its development and maintenance greatly depend on the meridional
temperature gradient.
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Several other modeling as well as observational studies showed the sensitivity of the latitudinal position
of Hadley cell and the rain belt to the interhemispheric heating contrast in various contexts, in decadal to
glacial-interglacial timescales [Broccoli et al., 2006; Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Mantsis and Clement, 2009; Zhang
and Delworth, 2005]. In general, an anomalous northward (southward) shift in the position of tropical rain
belt (mentioned as “ITCZ” in many of these studies) are observed in response to NH warming (cooling). The
opposing eﬀects of scattering and absorbing aerosols on the tropical rain belt position has also been studied
in the past [Allen and Sherwood, 2011; Chung and Seinfeld, 2005; Roberts and Jones, 2004; Wang, 2004; Williams
et al., 2001]. While the scattering aerosols conﬁned to the NH shift the tropical rain belt farther south due
to the weakening of the interhemispheric temperature gradient associated with an enhanced cooling of the
NH, absorbing aerosols move it farther north in response to the anomalous radiative heating of the NH. Wilcox
et al. [2010] observed a northward shift in the tropical rain belt and circulation over the North Atlantic Ocean,
in response to summertime Saharan dust outbreaks. The predicted northward shift of the local Hadley circulation and the tropical rain belt in the current study is thus consistent with the previous results and could be
attributed to the dust-induced radiative heating in the NH subtropics over MENA. Implicitly, these results also
show that the variations in Saharan dust loading could potentially inﬂuence Sahel drought episodes along
with other proposed mechanisms.
Although the present study predicts an increase in precipitation in response to dust radiative eﬀect over the
tropical rain belt, contrasting responses of precipitation were predicted from previous modeling studies, as we
discussed in the introduction section. The diﬀerence in the dust refractive index and the associated changes
in the sign of the DDRF at TOA and the corresponding changes in the atmospheric heating among various
models are found to be a major cause of this disparity [Miller et al., 2004a; Solmon et al., 2008]. The studies
that predicted an increase in precipitation generally used more absorbing dust, while those that predicted a
weakening of precipitation used less absorbing dust. Solmon et al. [2008] also showed that the precipitation
response to dust forcing is highly sensitive to the dust optical properties using a regional climate model. The
dust used in the current experiment assumes a 2.7% hematite content by volume [Balkanski et al., 2007], which
lies within the range of previous estimations but at the absorbing end of the range. GFDL simulations for the
IPCC AR5 from various models assume the same optical properties for dust [Donner et al., 2011]. However,
there is no common consensus on mineral dust absorptivity. It is an ongoing research topic and is a subject of
lively debate, which has a wide range of estimated results from various observational and modeling studies
[e.g., Haywood et al., 2011; Otto et al., 2009; Balkanski et al., 2007]. However, the current study does not intend
to perform experiments on sensitivity of climate response to varying dust absorptivity, which is beyond its
scope. Rather, this study exploits the ability of a high-resolution GCM to perform a detailed survey on how
global and regional circulations can mediate regional climate response to DDRF over the MENA tropical rain
belt, with a reasonably well-estimated dust optical properties. The authors intend to do the sensitivity analysis
of these predicted responses to various dust absorptivity as a continuation of the current research.
It is also noteworthy that most of the local hot spots in the climate responses, as seen from surface climate
variables (Figures 3–5) and further evidenced by the circulation responses (Figure 10), are over regions with
complex orography. The responses in these hot spots are at least twice as large as the responses in the remaining part of the region. These locally ampliﬁed responses highlight the importance of incorporating mesoscale
forcings such as orography for an accurate simulation of regional climate sensitivity. Coarser resolution GCM
simulations generally lack these forcings. But the current simulations with HiRAM take into account these
multiscale forcings and eﬀectively reproduce the locally ampliﬁed climate features.

5. Summary
We take advantage of the high spatial resolution capabilities of an AGCM, HiRAM, to investigate the regional
climate impacts of dust radiative eﬀect on the tropical rain belt in the MENA region. Experiments with dust
forcing and those without dust forcing are compared for analyzing the impacts. The signiﬁcant role of DDRF
on the strength and the latitudinal extent of the tropical rain belt has been revealed. In general, dust-induced
radiative perturbations tend to increase the precipitation and widen the rain belt northward, resulting in
a dipole-like structure in response through most of the region. The semiarid strip situated at the southern
edge of the Sahara desert, including Sahel, experiences dramatic enhancement in precipitation. The predicted
enhancement is about 20% of mean summer precipitation over this region. This response has a wide range
of socioeconomic implications in the context of the Sahel drought.
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The study speciﬁcally investigates the role of global and regional circulations in mediating the climate
response over the region. We found that the major circulation response is in the local Hadley circulation. In
response to meridionally asymmetric DDRF, the ascending branch of the local Hadley circulation enhances
and shifts farther north into the summer hemisphere. It clearly indicates that the dust-induced radiative heating conﬁned in the NH subtropics eﬀectively functions as a hemispherically asymmetric oﬀ-equator heating
source and alters the meridional heating gradient. Associated with the shifts in the zonally averaged mean
meridional circulation, AEJ, which also depends on the meridional heating gradient, moves farther north by a
few degrees. These responses in the circulation features are in phase with the predicted response of the rain
belt. WAM is another important circulation feature signiﬁcantly responsive to dust radiative eﬀects. As a major
component of the lower atmospheric zonal circulation, the enhanced WAM circulation extends the moisture
supply inland, which is a crucial factor for the tropical rain belt. Overall, the dust induced changes in the tropospheric dynamics are similar to those occurring during wet years. It indicates that the response of MENA
dust loading to the climate variability over Sahel could be a possible feedback on the drought episodes. This
study highlights the importance of integrating the dust radiative eﬀect for reproducing and projecting the
climate of MENA.
Finally, there are some uncertainties in our study. Since experiments are conducted with prescribed SST, they
are mostly representative of atmospheric response. The result could change in experiments with an interactive ocean. Similarly, since the dust is prescribed in the current simulation, a feedback of climate response
on dust is not considered. The feedback could be either a negative one, due to reduced erodibility associated with the enhanced precipitation toward the deserts [Yoshioka et al., 2007], or a positive one, due to the
increased downdraft associated with the northward shift of ITCZ and deep convection [e.g., Marsham et al.,
2011]. In addition, the current study is solely devoted to the detailed analysis of the direct radiative eﬀect of
dust, though the indirect eﬀect is known to be an equally important factor. Future research needs to include
both of these eﬀects for a comprehensive picture of the dust impact on climate.
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